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Our 10 Page Guide to Selecting Paint Colors, and Some 

of Our Favorites to Get You Started.  

 

Thanks for the download 
In this free guide, I share with you what I’ve 
learned from working with clients over the 
years and from my own interior design journey 
at home. Painting is the fastest and most 
cost-effective way to transition and change a 
space.  With this guide, you can stop 
struggling and start enjoying the best methods 
for selecting your colors. Selecting colors can 
be overwhelming and just having a starting 
point will save you lots of time and possibly 
costly mistakes.  

 
 

 
 
Here is our cheat sheet of colors you can work with to make your rooms even more beautiful. 
You can choose colors you like from this list and sort through how they look in your space  OR 
You can just work with some of our favorite tricks for the trade, to help you narrow down your 
choices, and select what will work for your home. You can use color to manipulate your space 
inside and outside the home.  
 
Heres what we’ve included for your use:  
 

1. Process: The best process for selecting the right paint color for your room 
2. Paint Manufacturers 
3. Finishes: Paint finishes you should be considered for each location in your home….  
4. 11 of Our favorite Go-To Colors 
5. 5 Trim Colors 
6. 5 Ceiling Colors: Yes, please consider using something other than bright white.  

 
And our Bonus Tips: How to Select the Right Color: If you want to select the right color, then 
you should read our tips for “Selecting the Right Color”.  
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Process: Choosing paint colors can often be challenging. Colors look different in EVERY space 

and in various types of light. My advice: NEVER buy the paint without putting several large 

samples on your walls first. The tiny swatches on the cards are hardly worth it. The bigger, the 

better.... at least 3’ x 3’. I’d rather my clients spend $100 on paint samples rather than waste 

thousands on a paint job they aren’t happy with. Take the time.... put up the samples...look at 

them at different times during the day. Allow plenty of time to go through this process. Don’t wait 

till the day before your painter shows up. So here is our guide and suggestions to help you 

make the choices on your own:  

 
 
Paint Manufacturer: I find 
myself using Benjamin Moore 
for a majority of my rooms 
with my basic white colors 
constantly as I am sharing 
with you here.  I just like the 
color options with this 
manufacturer for over 20 
years. I will sometimes use 
Farrow and Ball for my dark 
colors, and Fine Paints of 
Europe for Exterior uses, and 
kitchen cabinetry, but 90% of 
the time, it is Benjamin 
Moore.  
 
Finishes: I typically like to use an eggshell finish for the walls in the bedroom or living room, high 
gloss and semi-gloss in the kitchen or bath, flat for the ceiling ( unless and going for high sheen, 
then glossy), and semi-gloss for trim. 

 

 11 Go to Paint Colors: After many years of working with paints and colors, you 
will be surprised to know that I am using only use about 10 - 15 colors over and over again. 
These are tried and true colors that convert from that small little chip, into great envelopes of 
color when applied to a full perimeter of a room.  
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Favorite Neutral Paint Colors  

        
                                                BM - Simply White 

This is a perfect example of a color that is chosen over and over again by my clients and myself 
when considering color. This versatile color white was subtle and warm, and we used it on 80% 
of our projects this last year.  We always offer 5 -7 colors for clients to consider within their 
themes and style, and Simply White was almost always the winner. 

 
Simply White: via dvd Interior Design  
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Favorite Neutral Paint Colors (cont’d)  
  

                             
BM Revere Grey: One of our most popular greys.  

Image via: This Old House- MooDecor  

 

BM Sea Haze 2137-50 BM Stone Harbor  
 
 

 
 

 
BM Metropolitan AF-690 
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The 2019 Color of the Year is a cool gray: 
Metropolitan AF-690. It’s part of the ‘Affinity Collection’ by Benjamin Moore. 

 

 
 

 
I am super excited to use this color. Grey has become popular lately, and this is a light neutral 
with the perfect hint of green & grey, that makes it hard to put your finger on what color it is 
exactly. It is primarily very calming.  People are looking to create serene rooms and a place to 
renew from the day.    This is Benjamin Moores answer to  
 
 

                                        
 
 
Farrow and Ball: elephants breath.   Do not let the name fool you.  Just like the majestic and regal 
Elephant, this color is a beautiful color that you can count on for a warm serene room.  Great in 
Kitchens, Bedrooms, and Dens.  
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Kitchen And Dining Colors Some of my other Go-To colors for Kitchens and Dining 
Rooms.  

 
Nimbus Gray  

 
 

 
         Nimbus gray           gray mirage   pale oak               *cloud white  

 
*cloud white does have a subtle pink undertone that makes is most delightful for me.  
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5 Trim Colors: I typically like to use an eggshell finish for the wall, flat for the ceiling ( 
unless and going for high sheen, then glossy), and semi-gloss for trim. Trim and be white or the 
same color as the wall in a semi-gloss finish, giving it some depth and differentiation.  

simply white: Clean and classic    white dove:  softly  
                                                                                                         shaded white. Light and luminous,  

 
 

Mascarpone AF-20 - Another lovely cream that’s a bit brighter than  
   linen white.  

 
Im using blue lately for trims, moldings, and doors.  

    slate blue  
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              waters edge: a wonderful blue-grey to use all over.  
                                                                   Trim and Walls  
  

                      Historic: Sherwin Williams: Brushy Ridge. 
    Interiors by Kylie M Interiors   

 

5 Ceiling Colors:  If white walls, then I like to paint it the same shade as the walls. 
The best color is not always white!! Consider also having it match the trim if there’s a crown 
molding. The trim can contrast with the walls and ceiling or not. Both are correct.  
 

intuition   huskie gray harbor gray 
 

fruit shake:   
YES!  This is my favorite go-to as a great bedroom color.  
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burton white: benjamin moore’s, classic williamsburg 

 
 
BTW;  You can also consider wallpaper as a great option for ceilings.  
 
 
I hope you have found a few paint solutions here.   I would love to hear from you on what 
worked best for you. Please stop by the blog and leave us a comment.  We are here to help you 
and would love your feedback to provide the best resources.  It is your feedback that will help us 
provide the best we possibly can by way of colors and resources.  Thank you for downloading.  
 
My Very Best Wishes,  

Deborah  
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BONUS TIPS:  Interior design tips for selecting the best Wall Color 
 
Here are considerations to help you make the best possible selection of that perfect wall color: 

1.Try the color in the room is going to be painted.   Look at the color during each part 
of the day as the light shifts in the room.  You find different preferences when comparing 
colors.  

 
 2. Avoid selecting color the wrong time of day. Look at your colors under different 
lighting conditions before making your final decision. As the day becomes darker the 
colors will change.  In the evening, artifical light will cast a different color too.  
 
3.  Look at the color in conjunction with other elements in the room.  If you love your 
carpet, well use the carpet to determine the best color for the room. Its the chicken 
before the egg scenario.  You have to start somewhere, so keep the samples of paint 
and fabrics close to hand as the room develops.  

 

Many time people ask on how to pick, and I always ask for what is existing, or a must 
have to start the process.  Sometimes its a fabric, and wood tone.  Compare all possibly 
can prior to the final selection.  
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